/ Review

FabFilter Pro-Q3
The name’s Shilling, GEORGE SHILLING: our special agent
gets his Fab gear on, meeting with Q to get the latest
technology enhancements

T

here are a whole raft of improvements
and additions over the already excellent
Pro-Q2 EQ, providing up to 24 fully
parametric EQ bands or filters. Pro-Q3
is now described as a ‘Retina’ interface — it’s
certainly very clear, defaulting to a slightly
larger graph in Medium zoom, and boasts
better visual contrast with a darker background.
There is a new Mini zoom window size which is
especially handy if you are on a laptop.
Hovering over an EQ band node there are new
buttons, with an X to quickly delete the band
(and you can always Undo every tweak or
change), an EQ shape/type selector, and the
comprehensive drop-down context menu
(previously a right-click). Stereo instances allow
selection of Left, Right, and Stereo placement
per band, and Pro-Q3 now adds Mid and Side
to those choices. Surround channel layouts up
to Dolby Atmos 7.1.2 are now supported.
The Pro-Q2 already included a great
analyser, with clever Spectrum Grab and Match
functions. It is now enhanced with ‘collision
detection’ to highlight clashing frequencies
with a selected external signal. This produces
vertical red glowing shafts at the offending
frequencies. And you can now enable
visualisation from other instances of Pro-Q3 for
easier comparisons and clever tricks. Any
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tracks with Pro-Q3 appear in a list on the
analyser pop-up, with mini animated analyser
curves alongside. You can then select one of
these (or the side-chain input) and show that
on the main graph behind the EQ curve for
comparison and identification of collision
zones, or use it for the Match function. If
Spectrum Grab is enabled, hovering the mouse
over the graph activates a peak hold similar to
Freeze, where the graph shape’s top line builds
and solidifies. In the new version, extra display
tags and nodes appear as peaks deemed by
the analyser to be most significant, showing
their frequency value for the Grab function
where you can instantly drag a frequency peak
up or down to correctively EQ.
The EQ shape options have a new Flat Tilt
mode to complement the Tilt Shelf mode,
providing simultaneous boost and cut around a
selected pivot point with a straight line across
the graph. Filters which were selectable from
6dB to 96dB per octave now have an even
steeper ‘Brickwall’ setting which appears to be
a near vertical drop-off on the graph; this
setting disables the Q (resonance) knob.

Dynamic EQ mode

Best of all, there is now a Dynamic EQ mode,
which you probably wouldn’t even notice unless

you knew about it. There is an extra ring around
the Gain knob on all bands. Any Bell or Shelf
can be made dynamic simply by rotating this,
right or left for range setting of additive or
subtractive dynamics. Doing so introduces
three small buttons above the ring: an X to
delete the function, an On/Off bypass button,
and an Auto button. The latter is for threshold;
auto mode is usually great, constantly adjusting
the threshold to the current band-limited
trigger signal. Clicking it to enable manual
mode reveals a vertical slider for setting a fixed
threshold, and this incorporates a meter. There
are no attack or release settings but these are
set pretty fast and sounded terrific in my
experiments.
If all this complexity starts to seem a bit
baffling, the ‘help hint window’ or ‘interactive
help’ (which is just like good old-fashioned
balloon help) usefully explains everything
during use, with optional pop-up explanations
when mouse-hovering, should you wish to learn
all about the functions and see tips. Clicking the
Help button shows this option along with links
to the excellent manual, the website and a few
other Show/Hide options, and an Auto-Adjust
Display Range option which expands the Gain
scale of the graph. (You can manually select 3,
6, 12 or 30dB ranges for better scrutiny).
MIDI Learn is improved with the possibility
now of having controls switch automatically to
the active band. It can be a handy trick, e.g.
using one knob or slider to control gain on
whichever band is selected, although of course
this means having the plug-in window open to
select the node/band.
Unlike some other developers, FabFilter
allow simultaneous use of the previous version;
installing the Pro-Q3 doesn’t wipe out Pro-Q2.
This makes for seamless transition when
re-opening old sessions. But although sonically
they are identical if set similarly, I couldn’t find a
quick way to copy settings from an instance of
Pro-Q2 to Pro-Q3, and removing Pro-Q2 from
the plug-ins folder won’t invoke a transference
of settings.
With so many features and tricks it would
have been easy for Pro-Q3 to become cluttered
and unwieldy, but some very clever thought has
gone into designing and developing this
plug-in, with functions and features popping up
as required. It’s very neat, very clever, and
sounds perfect.

VERDICT
PROS

Lots of small improvements to an
already excellent plug-in EQ, new
features like Dynamic EQ, Flat Tilt mode,
Active-band MIDI control, plus Zerolatency, Linear and ‘Natural’ phase
modes, and a clever analyser.

CONS

Won’t convert Pro-Q2 plug-in instance
settings.
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